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The Confessions of St. Augustine
'BRILLIANT! EXCITING! SUSPENSEFUL!' A ROLLERCOASTER CHASE PURSUED BY RUTHLESS NAZIS THE SECRET THEY DON’T
WANT YOU TO FIND OUT Voted #1 on Goodreads Best WWII Fiction and Biography An action-packed thriller that keeps you
wondering right to the end – and beyond. As the Germans are about to invade Paris in 1940 American Ben Peters attempts
to smuggle a fortune in platinum out of the city in the legendary Bullion Bentley. But the Bentley is carrying an even more
valuable human cargo, a mysterious Frenchwoman escaping with her young son and a secret that could change the course
of the Second World War. Alena and Ben are the targets of Hitler’s ruthless investigator, whose family will be executed if he
fails. His orders are to silence Alena before she can reveal her secret; capture her young son and take him back to Berlin;
and recover the Banque de France’s platinum. As they flee their hunter, they experience the stark and tragic realities of war
and the raw emotions of two heroes living on the edge of fear. And not everything is as it seems. Who is Alena and what is
her secret that could destroy everything Adolf Hitler and the Nazis stand for? In Pursuit Of Platinum will be enjoyed by
readers of WWII historical fiction authors Robert Harris, Alan Furst, Ken Follett and Len Deighton and lovers of espionage
thriller writers David Baldacci, Daniel Silva, Nelson DeMille, Vince Flynn and Lee Child. The first book in Vic Robbie’s
successful Ben Peters WWII series, it sets the pattern for the fast-paced, action-packed intrigue emulated in his subsequent
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books, Paradise Gold and The Girl with the Silver Stiletto, that reviewers praised as ‘Brilliant! Exciting! Suspenseful!’ WHAT
READERS AND REVIEWERS ARE SAYING Enjoyed the book immensely. Hard to put it down. Plenty of action, romance and
international intrigue. A well -deserved 5-star book! – Richard Small The opening pages grab and don't let go! A great WWII
novel – Bros Washburn Absolutely riveting. I read it end to end and way into the night. Look forward to more – Rabinder
Sikand LOVED it. More please. Thanks! – John S Webb Unputdownable. An enthralling read. It would make a blockbuster
film. It leaves the reader wondering right to the end – and afterwards – Jon Marcus Holds the reader's attention from start to
finish. – Sara from Essex Read it in two sittings. Gripped me from start to finish. Made an excellent Xmas present for my dad
and my father-in-law who absolutely loved it too! Can’t wait for your next book – Nic Hindle Really enjoyed the style. Welldeveloped characters that truly came alive in my mind. The pace of the story was good and the pursuit across Europe felt
knowledgeable and well constructed – Simon P Butler This builds and is gripping. It would make a good film. Enjoyable and
well written. I would recommend this book – Fiona Lever Very enjoyable book. If you like reading Alan Furst and Phillip Kerr
you will like this book. More than the other authors i mentioned he gets to the point of the story and it moves quickly –
Richard A Fisk Jr Based on historical facts, I enjoyed reading this version of history. I recommend the book to any one who
likes historical fiction – Jack M Cook Non-stop action with a thrilling ending. Can not wait for the next one! – R M Love For
readers of WWII fiction I recommend this book. The story plot is very intresting and exciting. One of the best I have read. –
Patricia A Wilson

Purpose, Passion & Pursuit
A Woman's Passionate Pursuit of God
In Pursuit of Passionate Purpose, self-help guru TheresaSzczurek reveals that the real key to a successful and happy lifeis in
knowing what it is that you truly desire and pursuing it withdetermination. Based on the everyday wisdom of eighty
successfulpeople from all walks of life, along with the practical strategiesshe used to pursue her own passion, Szczurek
presents a proven,step-by-step plan for effectively pursuing whatever your passionatepurpose is. By emulating the six
strategies/characteristics thatalmost all truly successful people share, you?ll discover who youreally are, what you really
want from life, and how to achieve it.

Passion and Principle
This volume reaches beyond facile "Gen X" and "quarterlife crisis" constructs to reveal the many diverse voices of young
adults – their attitudes toward life, work, relationships, peers, and identities – and incorporates the diverse perspectives of
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parents and employers. It is a must-have resource for developmental, school, and counseling psychologists and therapists
as well as for researchers and graduate-level students.

The Humble Pursuit: Passion Meets Purpose
"The Summa Theologica is the best-known work of Italian philosopher, scholar, and Dominican friar SAINT THOMAS
AQUINAS (1225 1274), widely considered the Catholic Church s greatest theologian. Famously consulted (immediately after
the Bible) on religious questions at the Council of Trent, Aquinas s masterpiece has been considered a summary of official
Church philosophy ever since. Aquinas considers approximately 10,000 questions on Church doctrine covering the roles and
nature of God, man, and Jesus, then lays out objections to Church teachings and systematically confronts each, using
Biblical verses, theologians, and philosophers to bolster his arguments. In Volume III, Aquinas addresses: faith and heresy
charity peace and war mercy, anger, and justice prayer truth and much more. This massive work of scholarship, spanning
five volumes, addresses just about every possible query or argument that any believer or atheist could have, and remains
essential, more than seven hundred years after it was written, for clergy, religious historians, and serious students of
Catholic thought."

Treatise of human nature: book 2-3
Utilises the experiences of the best companies and leaders in emerging and mature markets to highlight the necessary
linkage of passion and discipline in an effective strategy process. Passion motivates and maintains a manager's focus,
whilst discipline is necessary to make passion productive and effective.

Companion to the Summa Theologica: The pursuit of happiness (corresponding to the Summa
theologica Ia IIae)
Secrets of a Buccaneer-Scholar
In Thucydides and the Pursuit of Freedom, Mary P. Nichols argues for the centrality of the idea of freedom in Thucydides’
thought. Through her close reading of his History of the Peloponnesian War, she explores the manifestations of this theme.
Cities and individuals in Thucydides’ history take freedom as their goal, whether they claim to possess it and want to
maintain it or whether they desire to attain it for themselves or others. Freedom is the goal of both antagonists in the
Peloponnesian War, Sparta and Athens, although in different ways. One of the fullest expressions of freedom can be seen in
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the rhetoric of Thucydides’ Pericles, especially in his famous funeral oration. More than simply documenting the struggle for
freedom, however, Thucydides himself is taking freedom as his cause. On the one hand, he demonstrates that freedom
makes possible human excellence, including courage, self-restraint, deliberation, and judgment, which support freedom in
turn. On the other hand, the pursuit of freedom, in one’s own regime and in the world at large, clashes with interests and
material necessity, and indeed the very passions required for its support. Thucydides’ work, which he himself considered a
possession for all time, therefore speaks very much to our time, encouraging the defense of freedom while warning of the
limits and dangers in doing so. The powerful must defend freedom, Thucydides teaches, but beware that the cost not
become freedom itself.

The Passion for Happiness
A collection of ten lives seeking to glorify the Lord, using their passion as a ministry to further the Kingdom of God. These
stories point to the hope that was nailed upon the cross, the Savior of the world that arose from the grave; Jesus. This book
shows the ways in which anyone and everyone can leverage their career, hobbies, or passions for something greater - for
someone greater.

The Thinker's Thesaurus: Sophisticated Alternatives to Common Words (Expanded Third
Edition)
The first book, Aprils Fool shows Judge Gerald S. Clark as an incurable ladys man (women his only weakness), born on April
1, his mother called him her April Fool baby but his brother Paul had an even better name Aprils Fool. Although Geralds
married to a very jealous wife and has two daughters, he has a torrid affair with a well-known actress whos related to Paul
by marriage. Geralds father-in-law, a wealthy industrialist only wants one thingto see Jerry dead. And he does everything in
his power to achieve that goal. This story is full of suspense in every chapter with a dynamic surprise ending.

Emerging and Young Adulthood
Passion Pursuit
The Pursuit of Passion
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In his writing, Purpose Passion & Pursuit, Peter E. Donaldson intelligently and quite eloquently stirs the nest of complacency
and challenges us to make the rest the best: You are worth as much as you think you are worth. So why devalue yourself?
In Chapter 5, Puzzle Pieces, he explores the concept and understanding of purpose by examining three rudiments being:
Origin, Process, and Time. In this section, he brilliantly unfolds the truth that our purpose has everything to do with Gods
divine plan and nothing to do with happenstance. If youre like me, then youre all about obtaining a better, more fulfilled life.
If youre looking for the place where you really fit and can be your authentic you, then read on! (Pastor Richard J. Brown,
Kingsway Community Life Centre). Peters sage words come to us out of the abundance of his lived experience with God.
Even more, they come at a time when people, the world over, are searching in every corner for true meaning in life.
Chapter after chapter, like a teacher who expounds knowledge, he lays a new plank upon which the foundation of pursuing
purpose is built. In these pages, his encounters with God unfold as they are seasoned with his unabashed belief in the Word
of God, which gives weight and authority to them. What a captivating read! Honestly, where was this book, with these
transforming expressions, when I was assessing the rudiments of my own destiny and just launching out into life? Thats
precisely the point. Pursuing your best life doesnt begin today and end tomorrowits a lifetime experience that uncovers
Gods supreme destiny for you. If after reading this prophetic volume, you are challenged to change the trajectory of your
life, then it was well worth the read. If not, I invite you to pick it up again and comb through these pages to fully grasp how
it is certainly possible to passionately pursue your God-ordained purpose. As a result, your life, obviously, will never be the
same again! (Pastor John M. Scott, Director, Youth/Young Adult Ministries, Ontario Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists).

Pursuit of Passion
With over twenty percent more material, a must for any lover of distinctive words. This entertaining and informative
reference features sophisticated and surprising alternatives to common words together with no-fail guides to usage.
Avoiding traditional thesauruses’ mundane synonym choices, Peter E. Meltzer puts each word—whether it’s protrepic,
apostrophize, iracund, or emulous—in context by using examples from a broad range of contemporary books, periodicals,
and newspapers. His new introduction makes the case for why we should widen our vocabulary and use the one right word.
This groundbreaking thesaurus remains a unique venture, one that enriches your writing while helping you find the perfect
word.

The Passion and Discipline of Strategy
“Be holy as I am holy,” says the Lord. It’s the most extravagant—and audacious—invitation ever sent: Or in the words of
Jesus: “Be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect.” But can that really happen? Is holiness an achievable goal for sinful
human beings? That’s the ultimate focus of this thoughtful, thorough, and engaging study of what it means to be holy.
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Drawing on the Bible and Christian thinkers through the ages, Simon Ponsonby affirms that because of God’s gracious love
and desire for communion with us, he has done what is possible for us not only to pursue holiness, but to achieve it. While
we can never count on attaining moral perfection in this life, we need not settle for less than increasing victory over sin.
And as more and more Christians choose to partner with God in the ongoing process of sanctification, we set the stage for
revival.

The Works of Bishop Butler: Sermons, charges, fragments & correspondence; v.2. The analogy
of religion, natural and revealed &c
In Pursuit of Platinum
Software Reviews on File
This 1907 volume of Prior's works contains the Dialogues of the Dead, together with other compositions in prose and verse.

The History of Pendennis (Volume 2 of 2 ) (EasyRead Edition)
Pursuit of Passionate Purpose
Our spirits are constantly searching for a deeper connection to God. In this book Tim Riter introduces us to the God who can
meet all of our needs and gives us the resources to continually draw nearer to our Creator.

Passion Pursuit
This 5 part Mini Series not only have truth about Gods passion that reside within each of us, but it has a true story that
many will be able to relate too. Gods passion is that Fire that Jerimiah the prophet spoke about being shut up in his bones.
It's that passion, zeal and love that the enemy don't want you to know you have or hold ontoIt's about the BELIEVER walk.

The Writings of Matthew Prior: Volume 2, Dialogues of the Dead and Other Works in Prose and
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Verse
Summa Theologica, Volume 2 (Part II, First Section)
A Bible study about sex for women? Now that’s different! This new study, Passion Pursuit: What Kind of Love Are You
Making?, lets God’s Word speak about sex as being holy and erotic, blessed by God, and satisfying far beyond what the
world can even imagine. Picture that as a headline on the cover of Cosmopolitan! By using scripture throughout the Bible,
Passion Pursuit not only urges women to pursue passion but details how God has given them permission to do so. Though
there is fun to be had along the way in this study, it hits hard on the questions women have but are hesitant to ask, like:
What does God say is okay and not okay in the bedroom? I’m 54 years old; how can my husband still be attracted to me?
Why did God make men and women so different? This audaciously bold study combines the psychological expertise of Dr
Juli Slattery, formerly of Focus on the Family, along with moving stories from trusted Bible teacher and best-selling author
Linda Dillow. The groups who have already done this study have seen their marriages come alive, whether they’ve been
married four months or forty years; be next!

The Pursuit of the Holy
The PURSUIT Series will stir your heart and get your blood pumping, as you follow the romantic adventures of Adam
Garnett.Adam Garnett has been known for his utterly good looks, brilliance at closing multimillion-dollar business deals, and
failed attempts at seducing his boss, Taylor Doheny: The beautiful widow of Adam's best friend.Three years after her
husband's death, Taylor Doheny is still determined to keep her heart locked away from men, particularly the ultimate flirt
and notorious womanizer Adam Garnett.She had better take care; his ravishing words, sweet promises, and provocative
gestures are threatening to break through her defenses and irrevocably get under her skin.When Adam risks his life to
rescue her during a vicious assault, Taylor can't find it in her to ignore his broiling desire and obsessive lust for her. Will she
be able to leave the past behind and open up her heart to Adam, despite the real danger of having her already fragile
emotions crushed?

Summa Theologica, Volume 3 (Part II, Second Section)
Thucydides and the Pursuit of Freedom
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This is the extended and annotated edition including * an extensive biographical annotation about the author and his life
The Summa Theologiæ (Latin: Compendium of Theology or Theological Compendium; also subsequently called the Summa
Theologica or simply the Summa, written 1265–1274) is the best-known work of Thomas Aquinas (c.1225–1274), and
although unfinished, "one of the classics of the history of philosophy and one of the most influential works of Western
literature." It is intended as a manual for beginners in theology and a compendium of all of the main theological teachings
of the Church. It presents the reasoning for almost all points of Christian theology in the West. The Summa's topics follow a
cycle: the existence of God; Creation, Man; Man's purpose; Christ; the Sacraments; and back to God. (courtesy of
wikipedia.com). This is part 2-2, 'Secunda Secundae'. In a chain of acts of will, man strives for the highest end. They are
free acts, insofar as man has in himself the knowledge of their end (and therein the principle of action). In that the will wills
the end, it wills also the appropriate means, chooses freely and completes the consensus. Whether the act be good or evil
depends on the end. The "human reason" pronounces judgment concerning the character of the end; it is, therefore, the
law for action. Human acts, however, are meritorious insofar as they promote the purpose of God and his honor. By
repeating a good action, man acquires a moral habit or a quality which enables him to do the good gladly and easily. This is
true, however, only of the intellectual and moral virtues (which Aquinas treats after the manner of Aristotle); the theological
virtues are imparted by God to man as a "disposition", from which the acts here proceed; while they strengthen, they do
not form it. The "disposition" of evil is the opposite alternative. An act becomes evil through deviation from the reason, and
from divine moral law. Therefore, sin involves two factors: its substance (or matter) is lust; in form, however, it is deviation
from the divine law. Contents: • Treatise on the theological virtues (qq. 1 to 46) • Treatise on the cardinal virtues (qq. 47 to
170) • Treatise on prudence (qq. 47 to 56) • Treatise on justice (qq. 57 to 122) • Treatise on fortitude and temperance (qq.
123 to 170) • Treatise on gratuitous graces (qq. 171 to 182) • Treatise on the states of life (qq. 183 to 189)

The Pursuit of Knowledge Under Difficulties, 2
The pursuit of happiness (corresponding to the Summa Theologica IA IIAE)
Deadly Pursuit (Guardians of Justice Book #2)
In Passionate Pursuit
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A Passionate Pursuit of God
A Bible study about sex for women? Now that’s different! This new study, Passion Pursuit: What Kind of Love Are You
Making?, lets God’s Word speak about sex as being holy and erotic, blessed by God, and satisfying far beyond what the
world can even imagine. Picture that as a headline on the cover of Cosmopolitan! By using scripture throughout the Bible,
Passion Pursuit not only urges women to pursue passion but details how God has given them permission to do so. Though
there is fun to be had along the way in this study, it hits hard on the questions women have but are hesitant to ask, like:
What does God say is okay and not okay in the bedroom? I’m 54 years old; how can my husband still be attracted to me?
Why did God make men and women so different? This audaciously bold study combines the psychological expertise of Dr
Juli Slattery, formerly of Focus on the Family, along with moving stories from trusted Bible teacher and best-selling author
Linda Dillow. The groups who have already done this study have seen their marriages come alive, whether they’ve been
married four months or forty years; be next!

The Passion
"The Summa Theologica is the best-known work of Italian philosopher, scholar, and Dominican friar SAINT THOMAS
AQUINAS (1225 1274), widely considered the Catholic Church s greatest theologian. Famously consulted (immediately after
the Bible) on religious questions at the Council of Trent, Aquinas s masterpiece has been considered a summary of official
Church philosophy ever since. Aquinas considers approximately 10,000 questions on Church doctrine covering the roles and
nature of God, man, and Jesus, then lays out objections to Church teachings and systematically confronts each, using
Biblical verses, theologians, and philosophers to bolster his arguments. In Volume II, Aquinas addresses: happiness good
and evil love and hatred hope and despair anger virtue sin and grace and much more. This massive work of scholarship,
spanning five volumes, addresses just about every possible query or argument that any believer or atheist could have, and
remains essential, more than seven hundred years after it was written, for clergy, religious historians, and serious students
of Catholic thought."

Passionate Pursuit
Karol Ladd, author of the bestselling The Power of a Positive Mom, shares a passionate exploration of Philippians with
women who are longing to love God and life. With humorous stories, keen biblical understanding, and engaging examples
Karol encourages women to live with intention and joy and reveals how they can enjoy being a work in progress uplift
others with sincerity change their thoughts and change their lives find strength when they are losing heart discover
contentment in every situation Karol’s trusted guidance and infectious enthusiasm will help women fall more deeply in love
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with God and His Word as His plan for their lives becomes more meaningful and possible than ever before. Insightful,
leading questions make this a great resource for individual or group study.

The Pursuit Of Your PASSION
Although widely perceived as inhabiting different, even opposed, literary worlds, Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) and David
Hume (1711-1776) shared common ground as moralists. Adam Potkay traces their central concerns to Hellenistic
philosophy, as conveyed by Cicero, and to earlier moderns such as Addison and Mandeville. Johnson's and Hume's large and
diverse bodies of writings, Potkay says, are unified by several key questions: What is happiness? What is the role of virtue in
the happy life? What is the proper relationship between passion and reflection in the happy or flourishing individual? In their
writings, Johnson and Hume largely agree upon what flourishing means for both human beings and the communities they
inhabit. They also tell a common story about the history that led up to the enlightened age of eighteenth-century Europe.
On the divisive topic of religion, these two great men of letters wrote with a decorum that characterizes the Enlightenment
in Britain as compared to its French counterpart. In The Passion for Happiness, Adam Potkay illuminates much that
philosophers and historians do not ordinarily appreciate about Hume, and that literary scholars might not recognize about
Johnson.

April's Fool
Overflowing with passion for her work as a scholar and teacher, Distinguished Professor of Art History Emerita at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, Alessandra Comini reminisces through six decades as an unconventional art historian
in this illustrated memoir. The author of award-winning books on Egon Schiele, Gustav Klimt, and Ludwig van Beethoven,
Comini draws on her sixty years of daily journals, sharing research-related anecdotes as she reflects on the formation and
flowering of her distinguished career. Beginning with her colorful background as a refugee from Franco's Spain, then
Mussolini's Italy, she describes her music-loving family's sometimes humorous, sometimes painful adjustment to a World
War II Texas. A series of fortuitous experiences at Interlochen's National Music Camp, Barnard College, the University of
California at Berkeley, and Columbia University later leads to what would ultimately be a turning point in her life as well as
in Schiele scholarship. She discovered the actual cell in which Schiele had been imprisoned in a provincial Austrian jail half a
century earlier. Comini invites readers to join her in the same zestful and persistent pursuit of cultural history that has
repeatedly earned her the honor of being voted "outstanding" professor, by her students at Columbia University and later at
Southern Methodist University in Dallas. Her research and quests take the reader around the world and back. From the
islands of Corfu, Madeira, Rugen, and Tahiti to the cities of Lisbon, Rome, Oslo, and St. Petersburg, Comini pursues such
diverse and distinctive personalities as Rosa Bonheur, Gustav and Alma Mahler, Pablo Picasso, Eleonora Duse, Edvard
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Munch, Kathe Kollwitz, Vaslav Nijinski, and Egon Schiele. Alessandra Comini's memoir will inspire readers with its sincere
and compelling account of an extraordinary life and career still passionately in progress. Retirement for her has meant
discovering a joyful new profession: writing art history murder mystery novels that take her eighty-year-old pseudonymous
heroine Megan Crespi from the top of Europe down to Antarctica in pursuit of murderous purloiners of artworks by Klimt,
Schiele, Kokoschka, Munch, and Kollwitz. * * * * * * ALESSANDRA COMINI was awarded Austria's Grand Medal of Honor for
her books on Viennese artists Egon Schiele and Gustav Klimt. Her "Egon Schiele's Portraits" was nominated for the National
Book Award and her "The Changing Image of Beethoven" is used in classrooms around the country. Both are now available
in new editions from Sunstone Press. Her ongoing Megan Crespi Mystery Series including "Killing for Klimt," "The Schiele
Slaughters," "The Munch Murders," and "The Kokoschka Capers" are also from Sunstone Press as well as a new edition of
"The Fantastic Art of Vienna." Other books by Alessandra Comini are "Schiele in Prison," "Gustav Klimt," "Egon Schiele," and
"Nudes: Egon Schiele.""

A Dictionary, Gujarati and English. 2. ed
Have you allowed skewed views and bad theology to hijack the question, "What does sex mean to our marriage?" In
"Pursuit of Passion," we offer you detailed suggestions on building your sexual connection and pleasure, as well as
overcoming common struggles that rob couples of authentic sexual intimacy. This book equips engaged and married
couples to replace misinformation with God's truth - that sex is His idea, and that God designed sex to be an essential and
passionate place of bonding in your marriage. This book comprehensively looks at the spiritual, emotional and physical
aspects of your sexual intimacy, tackles some of the toughest questions that couples face and includes discussion questions
that will foster deeper communication for you as a couple. This book also includes an extensive list of marriage-building
resources. Get ready to take your intimacy to a whole new level

Policing the Police 2 Edition
The topics addressed in the book are all conducive to rekindle a fire and a passion for God. Topics such as developing and
maintaining a hunger for God, discovering how God's Fatherly love dispels all fear and rejection, also addressed is living a
life of total dependence on God and how that inevitably leads us to great feats. The reader will also learn what pleases God
and how to live a life of pleasing Him. The topics of enduring a process--a trial or circumstance that forms our
character--and also how to persevere in the midst of trials will not only bring the reader to a place of encouragement but
also equip them so that they never give up. The final topic covered is that on restoration. Throughout the book brief
testimonials of pastors and leaders are shared demonstrating how God restored them to passion and hunger for Him and
how they are now empowered to live and operate in God's supernatural power. God desires everyone to experience a deep
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intimate relationship with Him. He fervently seeks to encounter us every day. When we engage in a true relationship with
Him we discover all that we have ever sought after is in Him. The message of this book is designed to introduce the reader
into a passionate relationship with a supernatural God where we are then activated to live the life that He has planned for
us.

Summa Theologica Part II ("Secunda Secundae") (Annotated Edition)
Illustrations of the Passion of Love. vol. 1, 2
Like so many young people, James Bach, the son of the famous author Richard Bach (Jonathan Livingston Seagull) struggled
in school. While he excelled in subjects that interested him, he barely passed the courses that didn't. By the time he was
sixteen he had dropped out. He taught himself computer programming and software design and started working as a
manager at Apple Computers only four years later - and he never looked back. With The Secrets of a Buccaneer Scholar,
James shows us how he developed his own education on his own terms, how that unorthodox education brought him
success, and how the reader can do it too. In his uniquely pithy and anecdotal style James uses the metaphor of a
buccaneer to describe anyone whose love of learning and pursuit of knowledge is not bound by institutions or authorities.
James outlines the eleven elements of his self-education method and shows how every reader - simply investing time and
passion into educating themselves about the things that really interest them - can develop a method for acquiring
knowledge and expertise that fits their temperaments and showcases their unique abilities and skills. Particularly wellsuited for an audience grappling with the challenges posed by the internet, but also appropriate for parents looking to help
and school their children or employees hoping to jumpstart their careers, The Secrets of a Buccaneer Scholar is a
groundbreaking and uplifting work that empowers and inspires its readers.

The Vocubulary of Philosophy Mental, Moral, and Metaphysical. 2. Ed. Revised and Enlarged
As a social worker, Alison Taylor has a passion for protecting children and seeing that justice is served on their behalf. But
when she starts getting harassing phone calls and bizarre "gifts," it seems she may be the one in need of protection. When
her tormentor's attentions take a violent turn, her brother Cole comes to her aid, along with his new partner, an ex-Navy
SEAL, Detective Mitch Morgan. As her relentless stalker turns up the heat, Mitch takes a personal interest in the case.
Protecting Alison has become more than just a job--because his own happiness now depends on keeping her safe. Chock full
of nail-biting suspense and heart-melting romance, Deadly Pursuit is Irene Hannon's storytelling at its very best. Fans old
and new will not want to miss the next story in this series starring siblings fighting for justice.
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